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by automation where possible, to cover a specific part of the design and 
operating space. 

In our proposed framework, a protocol designer needs to create the 
initial mechanisms, describe it in the form of a finite state machine, and 
identify the performance criteria or correctness conditions that need to 
be investigated. Our automated method will pick up at that point, 
providing algorithms that eventually result in scenarios or test suites 
that stress the protocol with respect to the identified criteria. This 
paper demonstrates our progress in realizing this vision as we present 
our method and apply it to the performance evaluation of multipoint 
protocols. 

1.1. PROTOCOL DESIGN ISSUES 
Through our proposed methodology for test synthesis, we hope to ad

dress the following key issues of protocol design and evaluation. Scenario 
dependent evaluation, and the use of validation test suites: In many eval
uation studies of multipoint protocols, the results are dependent upon 
several factors, such as membership distribution and network topology. 
Hence, conclusions drawn from these studies depend heavily upon the 
evaluation scenarios. This brings about the need for validation test 
suites. Constructing these test suites can be an onerous and error-prone 
task if performed manually. In this paper, we propose a method for 
synthesizing test scenarios automatically for multipoint protocol evalua
tion. Worst-case analysis of protocols: Identifying breaking points that 
exhibit worst-case performance behaviors may give insight to protocol 
designers and help in evaluating design trade-oft's. The method presented 
in this paper automates the generation of scenarios in which multipoint 
protocols exhibit worst and best case behaviors. Performance bench
marking: Newly proposed protocols are usually evaluated using scenar
ios that show performance improvement. However, without systematic 
evaluation, these studies often (though unintentionally) overlook other 
scenarios that may be relevant. To alleviate such a problem we propose 
to integrate stress test scenarios that provide an objective benchmark for 
performance evaluation. Using our scenario synthesis methodology we 
hope to contribute to the understanding of better performance bench
marking and the design of more robust protocols. 

1.2. BACKGROUND 
The design of multipoint protocols has introduced new challenges and 

problems. Some of the problems are common to a wide range of proto
cols and applications. One such problem is the multi-responder problem, 
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where multiple members of a group may respond (almost) simultane
ously to an event, which may cause a flood of messages throughout 
the network, and in turn may lead to synchronized responses, causing 
additional overhead and leading to performance degradation (e.g., the 
well-known Ack implosion problem). 

One common technique to alleviate the above problem is the multi
cast damping technique, which employs a timer suppression mechanism 
(TSM). In TSM, a member of a multicast group that has detected loss 
of a data packet multicasts a request for recovery. Other members of 
the group, that receive this request and that have previously received 
the data packet, schedule transmission of a response. In general, ran
domized timers are used in scheduling the response. While a response 
timer is running at one node, if a response is received from another node 
then the response timer is suppressed to reduce the number of responses 
triggered. Consequently, the response time may be delayed to allow for 
more suppression. TSM is employed in several multipoint protocols. IP
multicast protocols, e.g., PIM [1] [2], IGMP [3], use TSM on LANs to 
reduce Join/Prune control overhead. Reliable multicast schemes, e.g., 
SRM [4], RRM [5], use this mechanism to alleviate Ack implosion. Mul
ticast address allocation schemes, e.g., AAP [6], use TSM to avoid an 
implosion of responses during the collision detection phase. Active ser
vices [7] use multicast damping to launch one service agent 'servent' 
from a pool of servers. TSM is also used in self-organizing hierarchies 
(SCAN [8]). 

We believe TSM is a good building block to analyze as our first end
to-end case study, since it is rich in multicast and timing semantics, and 
can be evaluated using standard performance criteria. In this study, we 
examine its worst and best case behaviors in a systematic fashion 1. 

Two performance criteria commonly used to evaluate TSM are over
head of response messages and time to recover from packet loss. Depend
ing on the relative delays between group members and the timer settings, 
the mechanism may exhibit different performance. In this study, our 
method attempts to obtain scenarios of best case and worst case perfor
mance according to the above criteria. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
protocol and topology models. Section 3 outlines the main algorithm, 
and Section 4 presents the model for TSM. Sections 5 and 6 present 
performance analyses for protocol overhead and response time, and Sec-

1 Such behavior is not protocol specific, and if a protocol is composed of previously checked 
building blocks, these parts of the protocol need not be revalidated in full. However, inter
action between the building blocks still needs to be validated. 
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tion 7 presents simulation results. Related work is given in Section 8. 
We present concluding remarks in Section 9. 

2. THE MODEL 
The model is a processable representation of the system under study 

that enables automation of our method. Our overall model consists of: 

The Protocol Model. We represent the protocol by a finite state 
machine (FSM) and the overall system by a global FSM (GFSM). 

I. FSM model: Every instance of the protocol, running on a single 
end-system, is modeled by a deterministic FSM consisting of: (i) a set 
of states, (ii) a set of stimuli causing state transitions, and (iii) a state 
transition function (or table) describing the state transition rules. A 
protocol running on an end-system i is represented by the machine Mi = 
(Si, Ti, lSi), where Si is a finite set of state symbols, Ti is the set of stimuli, 
and lSi is the state transition function Si x Ti --? Si. 

II. Global FSM model: The global state is defined as the composition 
of individual end-system states. The behavior of a system with n end
systems may be described by Mg = (Sg,Tg,lSg), where Sg: Sl X S2 X 

n 
... X Sn is the global state space, Tg: UTi is the set of stimuli, and ISg 

i=l 
is the global state transition function Sg x Tg --? Sg. 

The Topology Model. The topology cannot be captured simply 
by one metric. Indeed, its dynamics may be complex to model and some
times intractable. We model the delays using the delay matrix and loss 
patterns using the fault model. We use a virtual LAN (VLAN) model 
to represent the underlying network topology and multicast distribution 
tree. The VLAN captures delay semantics using a delay matrix D, where 
di,j is the delay from system i to system j. 

The Fault Model. A fault is a low level (e.g., physical layer) 
anomalous behavior that may affect the protocol under test. Faults may 
include packet loss, system crashes, or routing loops. For brevity, we 
only consider selective packet loss in this study. Selective packet loss 
occurs when a multicast message is received by some group members 
but not others. The selective loss of a message prevents the transition 
that this message triggers at the intended recipient. 
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3. ALGORITHM AND OBJECTIVES 
To apply our method, the designer specifies the protocol as a global 

FSM model. In addition, the evaluation criteria are given as input to 
the method 2. The algorithm operates on the protocol model and syn
thesizes a set of 'test scenarios'; protocol events and relations between 
topology delays and timer values, that stress the protocol according to 
the evaluation criteria (e.g., exhibit maximum overhead or delay). 

The basic algorithm for our method passes through three main steps 3. 

1 The target event: The algorithm starts from a given event, 
called the 'target event'. The target event (e.g., sending a mes
sage) is identified by the designer based on the protocol evaluation 
criteria, e.g., overhead. 

2 The search: Three steps are taken in the search: (a) Identify
ing conditions: The algorithm uses the protocol transition rules to 
identify transitions necessary to trigger the target event and those 
that prevent it, these transitions are called wanted transitions and 
unwanted transitions, respectively. (b) Obtaining sequences: Once 
the above transitions are identified, the algorithm uses backward 
and forward search to build event sequences leading to these transi
tions and calculates the times of these events as follows. (i) Back
ward search is used to identify events preceding the wanted and 
unwanted transitions, and uses implication rules that operate on 
the protocol's transition table. Section 4.2 describes the implica
tion rules. (ii) Forward search is used to verify the backward 
search. Every backward step must correspond to valid forward 
step(s). Branches leading to contradictions between forward and 
backward search are rejected. Forward search is also used to com
plete event sequences necessary to maintain system consistency 4. 

(c) Formulating inequalities: Based on the transitions and timed 
sequences obtained in the previous steps, the algorithm formulates 
relations between timer values and network delays that trigger the 
wanted transitions and avoid the unwanted transitions. 

2Evaluation criteria may be related to performance or correctness. In this paper we address 
performance criteria, correctness has been addressed in previous studies [9, 10j. 
30ur algorithm is a variant of the fault-oriented test generation (FOTG) algorithm presented 
in [10j. It includes the topology synthesis, the backward search and the forward search stages. 
Here, we describe those aspects of our algorithm that deal with timing and performance 
semantics. 
4The role of forward search will be further illustrated in the response time analysis in Sec
tion 6. 
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3 Task specific solution: The output of the search is a set of 
event sequences and inequalities that satisfy the evaluation criteria. 
These inequalities are solved mathematically to find a topology or 
timer configuration, depending on the task definition. 

We apply our method to two kinds of tasks: Topology syntehsis is per
formed when the timer values are given, and the objective is to identify 
the delay matrix that produces the best or worst case behavior. Timer 
configuration is performed when the topology or delay matrix is given, 
and the timer values that cause the best and worst case behavior are to 
be determined. 

4. TIMER SUPPRESSION (TSM) 
In this section, we present a simple description of TSM, then present 

its model, used thereafter in the analysis. TSM involves a request q and 
one or more responses p. When a system Q detects the loss of a data 
packet it sets a request timer and multicasts a request q. When a system 
i receives q it sets a response timer (e.g., randomly), the expiration 
of which, after duration EXPi, triggers a response p. If the system i 
receives a response p from another system j while its timer is running, 
it suppresses its own response. 

4.1. EVALUATION CRITERIA 
We use two performance criteria to evaluate TSM: (1) Overhead of 

response messages, where the worst case produces the maximum number 
of responses per data packet loss. As an extreme case, this occurs when 
all potential responders do indeed respond and no suppression takes 
place. (2) The response delay, where the worst case scenario produces 
maximum loss recovery time. 

4.2. TIMER SUPPRESSION MODEL 
Protocol states (S). Following is the state symbol table. 

R original state of the requester Q 
RT requester with the request timer set 
D potential responder 
DT responder with the response timer set 

Stimuli or Events. (1) Sending/receiving messages: transmitting 
response (Pt) and request (qt), receiving response (Pr) and request (qr)' 
(2) Timers and other events: the events of firing the request timer Req 
and response timer Res and the event of detecting packet loss L. 
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Notation, Following are the notations used in the transition table. 

Tr 

• An event subscript denotes the system initiating the event, e.g., Pti 
is response sent by system i, while the subscript m denotes multi
cast reception, e.g., Prm denotes reception of a multicast response 
by all members of the group if no loss occurs. When system i re
ceives a message sent by system j, this is denoted by the subscript 
i,j, e.g., Pri,j is system i receiving response from system j. 

• The state subscript T denotes the existence of a timer, and is used 
by the algorithm to apply the 'timer implication' to fire the timer 
event after the expiration period. 

• A state transition has a start state and an end state and is ex
pressed in the form startState --+ endState (e.g. D --+ DT)' It 
implies the existence of a system in the startState (i.e., D) as a 
condition for the transition to the endState (i.e., DT ). 

• An effect in the transition table may contain state transition and 
stimulus in the form (startState --7 endState).stimulus, which 
indicates that the condition for triggering stimulus is the state 
transition. An effect may contain several transitions (e.g., 'Trans 1 , 
Trans2'), which means that out of these transitions only those with 
satisfied conditions will take effect. 

't' ansI Ion Tabl e, F111 0 . th t owmg IS e 't' t bl fi TSM ransl Ion a e or 
Symbol Event Effect Meaning 
loss L (R --+ RT ).qt loss detection causes qt and setting of request timer 
tX-I'eq qt qrm transmission of q causes multicast reception of q 
rCV-I'eq qr D --+ DT reception of q causes setting of response timer 
res_tmr Res (DT --+ D).pt response timer expiration causes P and change to D 
tX-I'es Pt Prm transmission of P causes multicast reception of P 
rCV-I'es pr RT --+ R, reception of P causes timer suppression 

DT --+ D 
req_tmr Req qt request timer expiration causes transmission of q 

The model contains one requester Q and several potential responders 
(e.g., i and j). 5 Initially, the requester Q exists in state R and all 
potential responders exist in state D. Let to be the time at which Q 
sends the request q. The request sent by Q is received by i and j at times 
dQ,i and dQ,j, respectively. When the request q is sent, the requester 
transitions into state RT by setting the request timer. Upon receiving a 
request, a potential responder in state D transitions into state DT, by 

5Since there is only one requester, we simply use qt instead of qtQ' and qr. instead of qr',Q' 
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setting the response timer. The time at which an event occurs is given 
by t{event), e.g., qrj occurs at t{qrj).6 

Implication Rules. The following cause-effect implication rules 
are used by the backward search: 

1 Ttansmission/Reception (Tx-Rcv): By the reception of a mes
sage, the algorithm implies the transmission of that message -
without loss- sometime in the past (after applying the network 
delays). An example of this implication is Pri.j ¢:: Ptj' where 
t(pri,j) = t(Ptj) + dj,i. 

2 Timer Expiration (Tmr ..Exp): When a timer expires, the al
gorithm infers that it was set Exp time units in the past, and 
that no event occurred during that period to reset the timer. An 
example of this implication is ResdDi +- DTJ ¢:: DTil where 
t(Resi) = t{DTJ + EXPi, and EXPi is the duration of the response 
timer Resi.7 

3 State Creation (St_Cr): A state is created from another by re
versing the transition rules and going towards the startState of 
the transition. For example, DTi ¢:: (DTi +- Dd. 

In the following sections we use the above model to synthesize worst 
case scenarios according to protocol overhead and response time. 

5. PROTOCOL OVERHEAD ANALYSIS 

In this section, we conduct worst case performance analysis for TSM 
with respect to the number of responses. We assume no loss of re
quest or response messages until recovery, and that the request timer 
is high enough that the recovery will occur within one request round 8. 

Worst-case analysis aims to obtain scenarios with maximum number of 
responses per data loss 9. In this section we present the algorithm to 
obtain inequalities that lead to worst-case scenarios. These inequalities 
are a function of network delays and timer expiration values. 

Target event and conditions. Since the overhead in this case 
is measured as the number of response messages, the designer identifies 

6The time of a state is when the state was first created, so t(DTi) is the time at which i 
transited into state DT' 
7We use the notation Event.E f feet to represent a transition. 
8The case of multiple request rounds is discussed in [11]. 
9For best-case analysis see [11] [12]. 
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the event of triggering a response Pt as the target event, and the goal is 
to maximize the number of response messages. 

The search. Following, we apply to the case study our search 
algorithm as described in section 3. 

• Identifying conditions: The algorithm searches for the transi
tions necessary to trigger the target event, and their conditions, 
recursively. These are called wanted transitions and wanted condi
tions, respectively. The algorithm also searches for transitions that 
nullify the target event or invalidate any of its conditions. These 
are called unwanted transitions. In our case the target event is 
the transmission of a response (i.e, Pt). From the transition table 
described in Section 4.2, the algorithm identifies transition res_tmr 
[Res.(DT -+ D).ptJ as a wanted transition and its condition DT as 
a wanted condition. Transition rev_req [qr.D -+ DTJ is also identi
fied as a wanted transition since it is necessary to create DT. The 
unwanted transition is identified as transition rev_res [Pr.DT -+ DJ 
since it alters the DT state without invoking Pt. 

• Obtaining sequences: Using backward search, the algorithm ob
tains sequences and calculates time values for the following transi
tions: (1) wanted transition, res_tmr, (2) wanted transition rev_req, 
and (3) unwanted transition rev_res, as follows: (1) To obtain the 
sequence of events for transition res_tmr, the algorithm applies im
plication rules (see Section 4.2) SLCr, Tx-Rcv in that 
order, and we get ResdDi f- DTJ.Pti '¢= qri.(DTi f- Di) '¢= qtQ' 
Hence the calculated time for t(Pti) becomes t(ptj) = to + dQ,i + 
EXPi, where to is the time at which qtQ occurs. (2) To obtain the 
sequence of events for transition rev_req the algorithm applies im
plication rule Tx_Rcv, and we get qri.(DTi f- Di) '¢= qtQ' Hence 
the calculated time for t(qrJ becomes t(qrJ = to + dQ,i. (3) To 
obtain sequence of events for transition rev_res for systems i and 
j the algorithm applies implication SLCr, 
Tx-Rcv in that order, and we get Pr;,j.(Di f- DTJ '¢= Resj.{Dj f

DTj ) .Ptj '¢= qr j' (DTj f- D j) '¢= qtQ' Hence the calculated time for 
t(PriJ becomes t(Pri,j) = to + dQ,j + Expj + dj,i. 

• Formulating Inequalities: Based on the above wanted and un
wanted transitions the algorithm avoids transition rev_res while in
voking transition res_tmr to transit out of DT. To achieve this, the 
algorithm automatically derives the following inequality (see [I1J 
for more details): t(pt.) < t(Pr· .). (1). Substituting expressions 

" 1,3 
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for t(PtJ and t(PriJ previously derived, we get: dQ,i + EXPi < 
dQ,j + EXPj + dj,i' Alternatively, we can avoid the unwanted tran
sition rev_res if the system did not exist in DT when the response is 
received. Hence, the algorithm automatically derives the following 
inequality (see [11] for more details): t(Pri,j) < t(qrJ. (2). 

Substituting, we get: dQ,i > dQ,j + EXPj +dj,i' 10 Figure 1 (a) and 
(b) show equations (1) and (2), respectively. 

(a) 

t(Pt2) < t(Pr2, 1) 

(b) 

t(Pr2,1) < t(<)r2) 

Timer 
suppression 

(c) 

t(Pt2) > t(Pr2, 1) 
t(Pr2,1) > t(<)r2) 

Figure 1 (a) & (b) sequences do not lead to suppression, (c) leads to suppression. 

Task specific solutions. 

• Topology synthesis: Given the timer expiration values or ranges, 
we want to find a feasible solution for the worst-case delays. A 
feasible solution in this context means assigning positive values to 
the delays dj,jVi,j. In equation (1) above, if we take dQ,i = dQ,j 11, 

we get: EXPi - Expj < dj,i. 12 

lONote that equations (1) and (2) are general for any number of responders, where i and j 
are any two responders in the system. 
llThe number of inequalities (n2 , where n is the number of responders) is less then the 
number of the unknowns di,j (n 2 - n), hence there are multiple solutions. We can obtain a 
solution by assigning values to n unknowns (e.g., dQ,;) and solving for the others. 
12These inequalities put a lower limit on the delays dj,i, hence, we can always find a positive 
dj,i to satisfy the inequalities. Note that, the delays used in the delay matrix reflect delays 
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• Timer configuration: Given the delay values or ranges (i.e., 
bounds), we want to obtain timer expiration values that produce 
worst-case behavior. 

We can obtain a range for the relative timer settings (i.e., EXPi -
Expj) using equation (1) above. 

The solution for the system of equations given by (1) and (2) above 
can be solved in the general case using linear programming (LP) tech
niques (see [11] for more details). Section 7 uses the above solutions to 
synthesize simulation scenarios. 13 

6. RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS 
In this section, we conduct the performance analysis with respect to 

the response time. For our analysis, we allow selective loss of a single 
response message during the recovery phase 14. In this case, transition 
rules are applied to only those systems that receive the message. 

The algorithm obtains possible sequences leading to the target event 
and calculates the response time for each sequence. To synthesize the 
worst case scenario that maximizes the response time, the sequence with 
maximum time is chosen. 

6.1. TARGET EVENT 
The response time is the time taken by the mechanism to recover 

from the packet loss, i.e., until the requester receives the response P and 
resets its request timer by transitioning out of the RT state. In other 
words, the response interval is t(Prq) - t( qtq) = t(Prq) - to. The designer 
identifies t(Prq) as the target time, hence, Prq is the target event. 

6.2. THE SEARCH 
We present in detail the case of single responder, then discuss the 

multiple responders case. 

over the multicast distribution tree. In general, these delays are affected by several factors 
including the multicast and unicast routing protocols, tree type and dynamics, propagation, 
transmission and queuing delays. One simple topology that reflects the delays of the delay 
matrix is a completely connected network where the underlying multicast distribution tree 
coincides with the unicast routing. 
13Note, however, that it may not be feasible to satisfy all these constraints, due to upper 
bounds on the delays for example. In this case the problem becomes one of maximization, 
where the worst-case scenario is one that triggers maximum number of responses per packet 
loss. This problem is discussed in [11]. 
14Without loss of response messages this problem becomes one of maximizing the round trip 
delay from the requester to the first responder. 
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• Backward search: As shown in Figure 2 (a), the backward search 
starts from PrQ and is performed over the transition table (in Sec
tion 4.2) using the implication rules in Section 4.2, yielding 15: 

Dj.PrQ.{RQ t-- RTQ) <= ptj.{Dj t-- DTj).Resj.RTQ <= qrj.(DTj t-

Dj).RTQ 

At which point the algorithm reaches a branching point, where two 
possible preceding states could cause qrj: 

The first is transition loss [Dj.qtQ.(RTQ t-- RQ)] and since the 
initial state RQ is reached, the search ends for this branch. 

The second is transition req_tmr [Dj.ReqQ.qtQ.RTQ]' ReqQ 
indicates the need for a transition to RTQ' and the search for 
this last state yields eventually D j .qtQ' (RTQ t-- RQ). 

(a) Backward Search 

RTQ) 

q,j.(Dj-! Dr).RTQ 

P<j.(Drj- Dj).Resj.RTQ 

p not .----- -----., p lost 
lost ! ! by Q 

Dj.Ro Dj.RTQ 

1 
Dj.ReqQ.q,Q.RTQ 

(b) Forward Search 

Figure 2 Backward search for response time analysis. 

• Forward search: The algorithm performs a forward search and 
checks for consistency of the GFSM. The forward search step may 
lead to contradiction with the backward search, causing rejection 
of that branch. For example, as shown in Figure 2 (b), one possible 
forward sequence from the initial state gives: 

Dj .qtQ .(RQ -+ RTQ) => qrj .(Dj -+ DTj ).RTQ => Plj .(DTj -+ Dj ).Resj .RTQ 

The algorithm then searches two possible next states: 

15The GFSM may be represented by composition of individual states (e.g., Statq.State2 or 
transitionl.State2). 
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- If Ptj is not lost, and hence causes PTQ' then the next state 
is Dj.RQ. But the original backward search started from 
Dj.qtQ.ReqQ.RTQ which cannot be reached from Dj.RQ. Hence, 
we get contradiction and the algorithm rejects this sequence. 

- If the response P is lost by Q, we get Dj.RTQ that leads to 
Dj.ReqQ.qtQ.RTQ' The algorithm logs this feasible sequence. 

Calculating the time for each feasible sequence, the algorithm iden
tifies the latter sequence as one of maximum response time. 

For multiple responders, the algorithm automatically explores the 
different possible selective loss patterns of the response message. The 
search identifies the sequence with maximum response as one in which 
only one responder triggers a response that is selectively lost by the re
quester. To construct such a sequence, the algorithm creates conditions 
and inequalities similar to those formulated for the best-case overhead 
analysis with respect to number of responses (see [11]). 

7. SYSTEMATIC SIMULATION 
We have conducted a set of simulations for the scalable reliable mul

ticast (SRM) [4] based on our worst-case analysis. We tied our method 
to the network simulator (NS). The output of our method, in the form 
of inequalities (see Section 5), is solved using a mathematical package 
(LINDO). The solution, in terms of a delay matrix, is then used to gen
erate the simulation topologies for NS automatically. 

We measured the number of responses triggered for each data packet 
loss. We have conducted two sets of simulations, each using two sets 
of topologies. The simulated topologies included topologies with up to 
200 nodes. The first set of stress topologies was generated according to 
the overhead analysis presented in this paper. The second set of random 
topologies was generated by the GT-ITM topology generator [13]. 

The first set of simulations was conducted for the SRM deterministic 
timers 16. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 3. The 
number of responses triggered for all the stress topologies was n - 1, 
where n is the number of nodes in the topology (i.e., no suppression 
occurred). For the random topologies, the number ofresponses triggered 
was almost 20 responses in the worst case. 

16SRM response timer values are selected randomly from the interval [Dl.dr,(Dl + D2).dr j, 
where dr is the estimated distance to the requester, and Dl, D2 depend on the timer type. 
For deterministic timers D2 = 0 and Dl = 1. 
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Figure 3 Simulation results for deterministic and adaptive timers over stress and 
random topologies. 

Using the same two sets of topologies, the second set of simulations 
was conducted for the SRM adaptive timers 17. The results are given 
in Figure 3. For the stress topologies almost 50% of the nodes in the 
topology triggered responses. Whereas random topologies simulation 
generated almost 10 responses in the worst case. 

These simulations illustrate how our method may be used to generate 
consistent worst-case scenarios in a scalable fashion. It is interesting to 
notice that worst-case topologies generated for simple timers also expe
rienced substantial overhead for more complicated adaptive timers. It is 
also obvious that stress scenarios are consistent when used to compare 
different mechanisms; the performance gain for adaptive over determin
istic timers is very clear under stress scenarios. 

8. RELATED WORK 
Verification systems typically aim to detect violation of well-defined 

properties (e.g., safety). In general, the two main approaches for protocol 
verification are theorem proving and reachability analysis [14]. Theorem 
proving systems define a set of axioms and relations to prove properties. 

17 Adaptive timers adjust their interval based on the number of duplicate responses received 
and the estimated distance to the requester. 
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These systems are useful in many applications. However, they do not 
synthesize network topologies and do not address performance issues per 
se. Reachability analysis algorithms [15] try to inspect reachable proto
col states, and suffer from the 'state space explosion' problem. Reduced 
reachability analysis has been used in the verification of cache coherence 
protocols [16], using a global FSM model. We adopt a similar FSM 
model and extend it for our approach in this study. However, our ap
proach differs in that we address end-to-end protocols, that encompass 
rich timing, loss and performance semantics. 

In [10] we developed a fault-oriented test generation (FOTG) for mul
ticast routing. In [10], FOTG was used to study correctness of a mul
ticast routing protocol on aLAN. Here, we extend FOTG to study 
performance of end-to-end multipoint mechanisms. In [9] we proposed a 
simulation-based stress testing framework based on heuristics. However, 
that method does not provide automatic topology generation, nor does 
it address performance issues. The VINT [17] tools provide a framework 
for Internet protocols simulation with a library of protocols and a set 
of validation test suites. However, it does not provide a generic tool for 
generating these tests automatically. Work in this paper is complemen
tary to such studies, and may be integrated with network simulation 
tools as we do in Section 7. 

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented a methodology for scenario synthesis for perfor

mance evaluation of multipoint protocols. We used a virtual LAN model 
to represent the underlying network topology and an extended global 
FSM model to represent the protocol mechanism. We adopted the fault
oriented test generation algorithm for search, and extended it to capture 
timing/delay semantics and performance issues for end-to-end multi
point protocols. Our method was applied to performance evaluation of 
the timer suppression mechanism; a common building block for various 
multipoint protocols. Two performance criteria were used for evalua
tion of the worst and best case scenarios; the number of responses per 
packet loss, and the response delay. Simulation results illustrate how our 
method can be used in a scalable fashion to test and compare reliable 
multicast protocols. We hope that similar approaches may be used to 
identify and analyze other protocol building blocks. 

Our future work includes applying our methodology to sensor net
works. These networks, similar to ad-hoc networks, assume dynamic 
topologies, lossy channels, and deal with stringent power constraints, 
which differentiates their protocols from Internet protocols [18]. Possible 
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research directions in this respect include: (i) Extending the topology 
representation or model to capture dynamics, where delays vary with 
time. (ii) Defining new evaluation criteria that apply to the specific 
problem domain, such as power usage. (iii) Investigating the algorithms 
and search techniques that best fit the new model or evaluation criteria. 
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